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PlaySmart.ca Cookies Policy  
 
A cookie is a small text file containing a unique identification number that is transferred from a website to the 
hard drive of your computer. This unique number identifies your browser, but not the identity of the user, 
whenever that browser accesses winnerscirclesrewards.ca. The cookies deployed by playsmart.ca do not 
collect any personally identifiable information about you, such as your name or email address. Cookies are 
text files, and therefore they do not run on your computer, search your computer for other information or 
transmit any information to anyone. Cookies are used on many major websites. Many browsers are initially 
set up to accept cookies. If you prefer, you can reset your browser either to notify you when you have 
received a cookie, or to refuse to accept cookies. 
 
playsmart.ca users will be asked to acknowledge the presence of cookies. Data collected from the use of 
cookies will be stored on secure servers and used only for OLG's business purposes relating to marketing, 
analysis, tracking and delivering to our users targeted offers and better user experience through 
winnerscirclesrewards.ca. 
 
To help serve you better, playsmart.ca uses two types of cookies: session cookies (temporary) and 
persistent cookies (longer-term continuing use). Session cookies are used to support forms and registration. 
They are used only during your online session and expire when you close your browser. Without session 
cookies, moving around playsmart.ca would be less convenient. Persistent cookies are stored on your 
computer's hard drive for some length of time. This allows OLG to: i) remember information about your Web 
preferences (e.g. language preference); ii) make content for our players more relevant and increase our 
ability to improve the Internet experience for our Players and visitors to playsmart.ca; and iii) manage and 
track effectiveness of our campaigns. playsmart.ca may advertise on external web sites that may use 
cookies to tailor advertising to your interests. 
 
Persistent cookies may also be used to deliver online offers on sites other than playsmart.ca. This allows 
offers to be presented to you based on your interests. These third party sites may collect your IP address or 
device identifier on the date you visit their site. These third party sites do not collect name or other 
personally identifiable information about you. Interest-based offers work based on your browsing patterns 
and the way you have interacted with winnerscirclesrewards.ca. As you browse playsmart.ca, cookies will be 
created for advertising purposes that allow offers to be presented based on your activity on playsmart.ca. 
These cookies may contain a unique identifier required to allow the advertising to be presented based on 
your interests. 
 
playsmart.ca supports your choice to participate in interest-based advertising. playsmart.ca is a participant 
of the Digital Advertising Alliance’s “AdChoices” initiative allowing you to opt out of the use of information 
about your activities on playsmart.ca for the purpose of interest-based advertising. We include the 
AdChoices icon in any ads related to interest-based advertising. You can click on the AdChoices icon to 
access opt out options. The AdChoices icon appears on playsmart.ca and in our ads. Even if you opt out, 
you may still see playsmart.ca advertising. This simply means this is a generic ad and has not been 
customized based on your interests. Clearing cookies will also clear your opt out options you selected at 
AdChoices. You can learn more about AdChoices at www.youradchoices.ca link opens in a new window/tab. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this cookie policy, please contact Customer Support Center. 
 
External Links Disclaimer: In some cases, we link to other sites created and maintained by other public 
and/or private sector organizations. We provide these links solely for your information and convenience. 
When you link to an outside website, you are leaving winnerscirclesrewards.ca and our information 
management policies no longer apply. This PlaySmart.ca Cookies Policy was last updated on December 22, 
2015. 


